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Background:

Waste-to-resource innovations, also known as industrial symbiosis, have been identified as a strategy to increase resource
efficiency, lower carbon emissions and increase business growth. Using waste from one company as a resource for another
company usually is a collaborative process involving social network development.

Research gap:

Limited empirical understanding of how waste-to-resource innovations are being implemented and hence how they can be
promoted by governmental organisations and companies.

Research questions: How and why did social networks develop during waste-to-resource innovations?
Five qualitative case studies of innovations using wastes for power and fuel production in the Humber region, UK.
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 Analyse resource availability
 Check waste resource supply contracts
 Analyse resource samples and previous
production records when possible
 Site-visits to observe production
processes and site functioning
 Dialogue about plant operation
 Audit collaborator’s site including
check of health and safety records
 Dialogue about benefits & missed benefits
if one partner does not meet agreement
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 Companies wanted resource security
regarding quantity, quality,
price and transport.
6. Increased
 Resource security was of key
interimportance throughout the
dependency
innovation process because:
 Compatibility with technology
and thus undisturbed plant operation
 Regulatory obligations particularly
regarding emissions
5. Confidence in
 Meeting business targets
collaboration
 Realising resource flows led to, usually
formalised with
asymmetrical, inter-dependencies which
contract
were associated with resource security risks.
 Companies not using the resource for coreInformal confidence and formal contract
business perceived less risk and preferred
complemented each other:
having one supplier or client at a time.
 Shared knowledge and understanding provided
 Conversely, companies using the resource
confidence in the collaboration, this was a prefor their core-business perceived more risk
requisite for contract negotiation.
and strived to diversify their supply chain
 Contracts complemented but did not substitute
after the innovation process:
confidence, ‘trust’, in collaboration.
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Relationships
between (waste)
resource suppliers
and clients
developed through
similar steps in all
case studies.

Increased inter-dependency perceived as
resource security risk:

 Various economic benefits were strived for,
including:
• Long-term business survival
• Securing long-term energy
supply and price
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• Cost reduction
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 The innovation process only continued when
the initial business case could be made.
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 While regulation promoted these
innovations, it also constrained companies
particularly when applied in an inflexible
procedural manner associated with
knowledge gaps in regional and local
authorities.

Mutual economic benefits were crucial:

 Were introduced by another company in their
network, i.e. diversified their direct contacts during
the innovation process (see network figures
below).
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 Policy incentives promoted innovation
while policy uncertainty was a major
barrier.

 They already knew their potential resource
suppliers or clients, i.e. strengthened their existing
direct contacts, or;
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Governmental organisations promoted and
constrained waste-to-resource innovations:

Companies identified resource
partners through existing networks:
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Methods:

Informing public and private strategies

 The presented results show how companies have developed relations to resource suppliers and clients during waste-to-resource innovations.
 This information and further case study results have been shared with companies and governmental organisations in the Humber region and could be
used more broadly to inform private and public strategies for waste-to-resource innovation.

For further information please visit www.surrey.ac.uk/erie or contact Anne Velenturf a.velenturf@surrey.ac.uk

